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Abstract 
Brunner, A.M., Geometric quotients of link groups, Topology and its Applications 48 (1992) 
245-262. 
A geometric method is given for finding quotients of a link group using the geometry of a projection 
of the link. The method is called “contraction of bands”. If a projection of the link is chosen, a 
spanning surface of the link is constructed which decomposes as discs connected by maximal 
bands. These are the bands involved in the contraction method. When all the bands are contracted, 
a quotient is obtained all of whose relations are of Artin-type; this is called the “Artin quotient”. 
It is possible that the Artin quotient is a quotient of a classical Artin group. However, it is shown 
in this paper that any Artin group is the quotient of some link group. Involved in this is an 
interesting class of links called “minimal Artin links”. The paper contains examples of various 
contractions and Artin quotients. 
Keywords: Links, link groups, spanning surfaces, disc-maximal band decomposition, Artin groups. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class: Primary 57M25; secondary 20F35. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we study a geometric method for finding quotients of the group of 
a link in 3-space. The basic ingredients can be summarized as follows. A projection 
is chosen and a spanning surface for the link is constructed which can be decomposed 
into discs connected by maximal bands. Next, we consider the usual Wirtinger 
presentation. Using Wirtinger relations, generators at the end of a band can be 
expressed in terms of the generators at the beginning of the band. Our basic technique 
is to contract bands, by which we mean adjoining two relations which identify the 
two Wirtinger generators at the beginning of the band with the generators at the 
end of the band (see Section 4 for more details). Algebraically, this is equivalent 
to introducing a relation involving two generators and of Artin-type. Analyzing the 
situation, this is seen to be equivalent to taking the quotient of the group of a 
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“simpler” link (the contracted link) by adjoining relations of Artin-type. A judicious 
choice of which bands to contract, as well as which spanning surface to begin with, 
produces interesting quotients consistent with the geometry of the original link 
projection. 
At an extreme, if all bands are contracted, a quotient group is obtained all of 
whose relations are of Artin-type, the Artin quotient. This is a usual Artin group, 
but the associated Coxeter matrix M = (mv) may well be singular, in the sense that 
it is possible that m,j = 1 for i #j (see Section 5 below). Singular Artin groups are 
quotients of regular Artin groups, and are interesting in themselves (when they are 
not Abelian). 
One result we obtain, is that any Artin group is the quotient of some link group. 
In connection with this, we introduce an interesting class of links which we call 
minimal Artin links (see Section 8 below). We feel these should have special 
properties. 
Coxeter groups arise as quotients of At-tin groups. In this way we obtain interesting 
higher dimensional representations for some link groups. Further, both Artin and 
Coxeter groups often decompose in obvious ways as nontrivial free products with 
amalgamation. Pulling these back, we obtain nontrivial free products with amalgama- 
tion decompositions of the link groups, where the decomposition can be understood 
in terms of the geometry of the projection of the link. 
Coxeter quotients of knot groups were originally constructed by the author and 
Lee [7]. The essential steps taken in [7] were (i) a formation of the quotient of a 
knot group by killing the square of a meridian, and (ii) taking a further quotient 
in which meridians associated with each region of a projection were identified. A 
basic feature of the present paper is the recognition that the order in which steps 
(i) and (ii) are taken is largely immaterial. 
It is, in fact, of some interest to study the quotient of a link group in which the 
squares of all meridians are killed. For a link L in S3 such a quotient corresponds 
to the double cover of S3 branched over L. The Wirtinger relations take on an 
especially simple form since inverses of generators do not complicate things. We 
do not pursue this further here. 
For the topologist, or the geometrician, our method should be especially con- 
venient, since it provides understandable quotients of a link group, taken directly 
from a projection, without the need to first write down a cumbersome Wirtinger 
presentation. 
The paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 we introduce the 
spanning surfaces to be used in the constructions. The technique of contracting a 
band is developed as quickly as possible in Sections 3 and 4. So as not to interrupt 
the continuity of the paper, material on relations of Artin-type, groups of Artin-type, 
At-tin groups and Coxeter groups is relegated to Section 9, but the reader will 
probably want to review that section earlier in a reading of this paper. Section 5 
introduces the Artin quotient, and Section 6 gives some examples of various contrac- 
tions and Artin quotients. Then Section 7 contains some comments on +l bands, 
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and minimal At-tin links are discussed briefly in Section 8. In the Appendix, we 
investigate certain two-generator two-relator presentations of groups of Artin-type 
which arise frequently when contracting a band; our purpose is mainly to show 
they are not Abelian groups. 
2. Spanning surfaces 
Let L be a link in 3-space. By a spanning surface for L we mean a connected 
surface (orientable or not) whose boundary curve is L. 
Suppose we have a projection of the link L. A spanning surface suitable for our 
purposes can be constructed by colouring the regions of the projection alternatively 
so as to form a “checkerboard” pattern (see [lo] or [ll]). At crossings of the 
projection we introduce half-twists whose sign should be consistent over the projec- 
tion, for example, as in Fig. 1. One actually has a choice whether to take the white 
regions or the black regions. Either may be taken; in general the choice will produce 
different results below. We should also emphasize that the construction depends 
very much on the projection initially chosen. 
Suppose then that we are dealing with black regions. To prepare for further use, 
we proceed to “rectify” the projection (and the spanning surface) using isotopies 
so as to construct maximal bands. A band is an alternating sequence of discs and 
half-twists as in Fig. 2. These are rectified by first eliminating half-twists of opposite 
sign. In addition, we eliminate redundant bands of the type in Fig. 3. In this way 
we produce a surface consisting of discs connected by maximal bands. Discs then 
have more than three bands attached to them (this is not strictly correct in the case 
of single band links, see Section 6). It is inherent in our construction that the bands 
Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3 
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are unknotted. Figure 4 shows a typical spanning surface with four discs and various 
bands. 
Associated with each band is the (signed) number of half-twists. Define the 
following weighted graph 2: the vertices correspond to discs; the edges correspond 
to bands with weighting the number of half-twists. 2 is a deformation retract of 
Fig. 4 
Fig. 5. 
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the spanning surface. For convenience in dealing with the Wirtinger presentation 
below, we sometimes represent ,Z with vertices blown up as discs. Lines between 
\‘I \ / \‘9 H \ / \ 
4 
Fig. 6. 
discs with weights attached represent the bands in the correct order which they 
should have around the disc. Figure 5 represents this version of 2 for the link in 
Fig. 4. We further agree to place 1 on S* (considered here as the one-point 
compactification of the plane) so that the complement of 2 in S* consists now of 
a number of bounded regions. By Euler’s formula, the number of regions is x = 
2 -number of discs + number of bands. Incidently, the number of crossings in the 
projection is equal to the sum of the absolute values of the weights of the bands. 
3. The Wirtinger presentation 
Consider next the usual Wirtinger presentation for the given projection (see e.g. 
[lo]). Note that crossings for the link are contained entirely within bands. We may 
choose as generators arcs (which correspond to meridians) pointing into each disc, 
one in between each band, intended to run under then up through the disc (see 
Fig. 6). In Fig. 7 we give a calculation for the Wirtinger relations arising from 
crossings contained within a single band. 
A similar calculation takes place if half-twists of the opposite sign are used. We 
deduce that for any t: 
if i is even, 
(1+1)/Z , if t is odd, 
(Y3’“Y(Y-f-“‘, if t is even, 
(YX) 
(t+l)/*~(~~)-(‘+‘)/‘, if t is odd. 
4. Contractions of bands 
The following proposition gives the basis from which the contraction method 
follows. 
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Proposition. Suppose x, y are Wirtinger generators associated with the beginning, and 
x’, y’ with the end of a band oft half-twists. Then imposing the relation x’ = x implies 
the relation y’= y. Moreover, the Wirtinger relations (*) for the band reduce to 
(ye)“‘= (my)“* if t is even, and (~2)“-““y = X(yX)(“)‘* if t is odd. 
Remark. These are the relations P(ltl; x, y) of Artin-type (see Section 9). 
Proof. With x’ = x it is clear that the appropriate relations arise. We must show 
now that y’ = y. When t is odd 
y,~(yx)~‘+l)/2X(yX)~(1+1)/2= (yx)‘““12x(xy)(yx)-“-“l’ 
= (YX) 
(1+1)/2- y(yx)yl)/2 = (yX)(l+l)/2(yX)-(r-l)/2X = y-jx = y. 
When t is even y’= (yX)“‘y(yZ)~“* = (yX)“*y(Xy)~“*jy = y. 0 
By applying the Proposition repeatedly we obtain the Corollary: 
Corollary. If the relation x’= x or the relation y’= y is imposed for a band between 
two discs, then z’= z for every pair of Wirtinger generators z, z’ at the beginning and 
at the end of contiguous bands between the same discs. 
We call the process of taking a quotient of the link group by imposing x’ = x, y’ = y 
over a band between discs contraction of the band. 
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Consider next the immediate effect of this contraction. The Corollary implies that 
all contiguous bands between the same two discs are contracted also, with resultant 
relations P(ltl; x,, xi+,), i = 1,2,. . . , n for each of these bands (see Fig. 8). We derive 
a simpler link Lo in which the components with x2, . . . , x, as Wirtinger generators 
are unlinked (and hence not involved in the further calculation of Wirtinger 
relations). Lo is called the contracted link. If KO is the Wirtinger presentation for 
the group of L, (using, in particular, x1, x2, . . . , x,,, as part of the generators) then 
our quotient of the original link group has a presentation 
(K,: P(lr,l; x1, x2) = P(lt& x2, ~3) =. . * = P(lfnl; A, xm+,) = 1). 
Thus, our quotient is also a quotient of K, by relations of Artin-type. Of course the 
contracted link L, is a “simpler” link with fewer crossings. We refer to Section 6 
for some particular examples of band contractions. 
It depends on the particular link as to which band (or bands) to contract so as 
to produce interesting quotients. One generally tries first to contract all bands so 
as to construct an Artin quotient (Section 5 below). If the Artin quotient collapses 
too much one tries to be more selective about which bands to contract. It sometimes 
works well to contract all bands surrounding a particular region. 
5. The Artin quotient 
The complement of 1 in S2 consists of x regions surrounded by discs and bands, 
where x = 2 -number of discs + number of bands. Set Z = { 1,2, . . . , x). 
Consider now the effect of contracting all bands in the projection. Let R denote 
a typical region as in Fig. 9. Proceeding cyclically around the boundary of R we 
see that x=x’=x”=x”‘=. . . , so that there is but one Wirtinger generator left 
associated with R. For adjacent regions R and R’ having an edge with t half-twists 
in common, there is a relation /3 (I tl; x, y) = 1. 
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Let r denote the dual graph of 1 in S*. The vertices are vi, i E I; these correspond 
with Wirtinger generators associated with regions. There is an edge between ui and 
vj with weight mti = 1 tiil if there is a band with to half-twists between the two regions 
(my = ~0 if they are not adjacent). 
In this way, we have constructed a quotient G of the original link group K, which 
is a group of Artin-type with index set I and Coxeter matrix M = (mg) as defined 
in Section 9. G has a presentation 
(Vi (if? I): P(lm,,l; Vi, Vj)= 1, i,jE I). 
Remarks. (1) The Artin image does not depend on the sign of the bands. One 
consequence of this is that if interchanging the sign of a band results in the projection 
of the trivial link, then, clearly, the Artin image collapses and is Abelian. This often 
happens with projections with single *l bands, where changing sign is the same as 
changing an overcrossing to an undercrossing, or vice versa. If this sort of thing 
happens, one tries to contract bands more selectively. 
(2) If no rnq = 1 for i #j then G is a classical Artin group. 
6. Examples of contractions 
Example 1. Single band links ((2, n) torus links) (see Fig. 10). Here, the Wirtinger 
presentation gives, in any case, x’ = x and y’ = y. Thus the Artin quotient is the link 
group itself; 
G = (x, Y: P(ltl; x, v) = 1). 
Example 2. The connected sum of band links (see Fig. 11). Again the Artin quotient 
is the link group itself. This follows using the Corollary to the Proposition. The 
group decomposes as a free product with cyclic amalgamations of the individual 
single band links. 
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Example 3. The generalized pretzel links (see Fig. 12). Here the At-tin group is a 
proper quotient of the link group. It is enough to contract just one band, and then 
all the others are contracted also. r is a polygon with n sides. For n 2 4, and taking 
all It,1 > 1, we see that G decomposes (in several ways) as a nontrivial free product 
with amalgamation (see Section 9). 
Fig. 12. 
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Example 4. Links with three discs (see Fig. 13). The Artin quotient is a free product 
with amalgamation of two polygonal product (which themselves decompose if there 
are more than four bands) amalgamating the group of the connected sum of bands 
link. This decomposition is certainly nontrivial if no half-twists are *l. The polygonal 
products are themselves isomorphic to the Artin quotients of the groups of general- 
ized pretzel links. 
Example 5. A 3-disc knot with trivial Coxeter quotient (see Fig. 14). The Artin 
quotient has generators x, y, z and relations (zx)‘= (xz)~, 2~2 = ZXZ, (yx)‘= 
(xy)‘, %JJ% = y%y. Consider the group 0, = (x, z: (xz)’ = (zx)~, XzX = ZXZ) and similarly 
I&. In the Appendix it is shown that D, is not Abelian. It is clear that x has infinite 
order. In fact, D, = Qx K 2. Thus the Artin quotient G = D, *= D,,. Note especially 
that the Coxeter quotient is Z,. 
Example 6. The link of Fig. 4 (see Fig. 15). (a) We contract first the region marked 
with an x. The contracted link L, turns out to be the connected sum of various band 
s2 
“1 
r ‘2 c t 1 t2 
Fig. 13 
Fig. 14. 
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Fig. 15. 
links and a generalized pretzel link. The quotient group has a presentation 
- - - 
(K,,x: yxy=xyx, zxzxz=xZxzx, (xw)‘=(wx)2) 
where K,, is a Wirtinger presentation for L, using the indicated y, z, w generators. 
(b) Proceeding to contract all regions, we arrive at a quotient which is an Artin 
group with weighted graph r as in Fig. 16. This link is an example of a minimal 
Artin link (Section 8). 
Example 7. A 14-crossing link (see Fig. 17). This is a link of two unknotted 
components. We have marked the regions with letters x, y, w, u, z to represent 
Wirtinger generators. 
(a) For the Artin quotient G we contract all regions. Over the +l bands we have 
Z = w = y = U, so that G is generated by x and y. Over the three 3 bands we obtain 
- - 
just two relations xyx = y%y, xyx = yxy. From the Appendix we see that G also has 
a presentation (p, 4: p2 = q3 = (~q)~) which is a binary symmetric group S, and has 
finite order. 
Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 17. 
Fig. 18. 
(b) We now contract only the x-region. By the Corollary the w-region is also 
contracted. The relations involving x and w are ZwX = wXw, w = 2, XzX = zXz and 
Zyz? = y%y. Figure 18 shows the contracted link Lo. This is clearly the group of 
Listing’s knot 4, . We determine the familiar relation yzjZ.y.zy~~ = Z for KO. Our 
quotient then has a presentation 
- - - - - 
(x, y, z : yzyzyzyzy = z, xyx = yxy, xzx = zxz, xzx = zxz). 
In pairs x, y generate 3,) x, z generate a binary S, and y, z 
quotient of part (a) is obtained by adding a relation y = 2. 
a further quotient 
7. Bands with weight fl 
generate 4,. The Artin 
Note also that there is 
The first observation is that if there are +l bands between two discs, there exists 
an isotopy called a flype which will permute them with other bands (see e.g. [16, 
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p. 551). It may be, however, that the remaining configuration of discs and bands 
may change. In addition, adjacent +1 bands and -1 bands can be eliminated, using 
an isotopy. In this way, we may change the projection so that unit bands are grouped 
together and all have the same sign. 
Contracting one band between two discs results in the contraction of all contiguous 
bands between the same discs. Contracting adjacent unit bands of the same sign 
results in the Wirtinger generator x of one region changing to X for the next region 
(see Fig. 19). In particular, this means that if one has a link with Artin quotient G, 
then one can construct, arbitrarily, other links which have the same Artin quotient 
G by introducing even numbers of consecutive unit bands of the same sign between 
any two discs. This seems to be a very curious feature in the relationship between 
links and their Artin quotients. 
Fig. 19. 
8. Minimal Artin links 
Let G be an Artin group with graph r, index set I, weighted by a nonsingular 
Coxeter matrix M = ( mii). Given this data we construct minimal Artin links. For the 
construction we require a planar graph. If r is not planar, we use instead r, a 
maximal planar subgraph (so that certain mV are replaced by 00 as edges are 
removed). Let G, be the Artin group with graph r,. Then G is a quotient of G, 
which is a quotient of the link group constructed from rl. 
Let 2 be the dual of the (planar) graph r with appropriate weighting by the 
finite m, where i # j. The vertices of 2 become the discs for the link; bands exist 
between discs and have *mij half-twists for i fj whenever this number is finite. 
Half the number of finite mij with i #j gives b, the number of bands, and the number 
of discs is 2+ b - (II. There are potentially 2b different minimal Artin links. 
In this construction the Artin group has relators /3(mii; vi, vi) which involve 
inverses of a generator. It is sometimes possible to introduce Nielsen transformations 
ui + 6, for certain of the generators so as to have, effectively, relators /3(mv; Vi, v,) 
which do not involve inverses. However, this depends on the graph IY Using an 
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observation made in Section 7, we can easily construct from a minimal Artin link 
another link whose Artin quotient will have as many relators changed to p ( mb ; vi, vi) 
as is desired. The required modification is to introduce a +l (or -1) band adjacent 
to the particular band under consideration. This should be clear from Fig. 20. In 
any case, we have the result that any Artin group is the quotient group of some link 
. 
Fig. 20. 
9. Artin groups 
For each positive integer r let /3(r; x, y) denote the relation (Zy)” = (~2)“~ if r 
is even, and j2(~X)(‘-r)‘~= (yX)(r-‘)‘2y if r is odd. We call P(r; x, y) and /3(r; X, y) 
relations of Artin-type. The important feature of them is that when, in addition, 
x2 = y2 = 1, they become equivalent to (xy)’ = 1. It is easy to see that (2~)’ = (~3)’ 
is a consequence of p (r; x, y). 
Let r be a graph with vertices Vi where i ranges over an index set I. A Coxeter 
matrix M = (mk) over I is a symmetric matrix with diagonal entries mii = 1 and off 
diagonal entries mu either positive integers or CO. We call the Coxeter matrix M 
singular if there are ofi diagonal entries rnV = 1. There is an edge in r between vi 
and vj provided m,, is finite; the mii provide a weighting for the edges of lY 
A group G is of Artin-type if there is a graph r, weighted by a Coxeter matrix 
M = (m,-), such that G is generated by the vertices vi for i E I and the relators are 
either /3 ( mG ; vi, v,) or p( ml ; fij, Vj) for each i, j E I whenever rnO is finite. 
The associated group of Coxeter-type G is obtained by setting v: = 1 for i E I. The 
defining relators for G become vf = 1 for i E I and (v~v,)“‘,J = 1 for each i Zj in I. 
When M is nonsingular G is an Artin group and G is a Coxeter group.* Artin 
groups together with their associated Coxeter groups have been studied quite 
extensively (see e.g. [l-5, 9, 13, 151). The most recent approach is to use small 
’ This does not conform to the usual usage, since only the relations P(m,,; I?,, 0,) are normally 
considered. However, Pride [13] introduces a generalized Artin group where the relations are any 
“square-free” words (which reduce to ( v,v,)“‘Q = 1 when ZI: = uf = 1). 
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cancellation theory [l, 2, 131. In any case the study of Artin groups involves a strong 
geometric Ilavour. 
A basic and important result for the Coxeter group G is that each subgroup 
({Q, v,}) generates a dihedral subgroup of order exactly 2m, (see [6, p. 541). 
Furthermore, G has a faithful representation as a group of reflections acting on a 
vector space of dimension 111 (see [6, p. 55; 151). 
When M is singular there are relators Ui = V, when m,j = 1 for i #j. It follows that 
groups of Artin-type and groups of Coxeter-type are quotients of regular Artin and 
Coxeter groups. They can be non-Abelian, and interesting (see the examples in the 
Appendix). 
Artin and Coxeter groups decompose as nontrivial free products with amalgama- 
tion, depending on the weighted graph lY Group decompositions of the type which 
occur were called graph amalgamation products in [8], a construction basically due 
to D. Solitar. 
For example, let r be a polygon with four sides, and let 
Qj=(v,, u;: P(mii; z1,, v,)= 1). 
Then the Artin group has a decomposition given by Fig. 21. On each edge is indicated 
an amalgamated subgroup isomorphic to 2 (the generators of D, have infinite 
order, as can be seen in the Abelianization); the edge groups intersect trivially 
in a vertex group. This is a polygonal product of one-relator groups with 
four sides; it is a way of organizing the presentation of a group. There are two 
free product with amalgamation decompositions immediately visible here; 
(D I> *z &) *zez (D2, yz Q4) and (0, *z D2J *z*z (D4, *z qid Similar types of 
decompositions occur in any polygonal product with more than four sides. Triangular 
products are special. A similar decomposition takes place for the associated Coxeter 
group G with a!; dihedral groups of order 2m,j and edge groups all isomorphic to 
2,. Triangular products of dihedral groups are the well-known extended triangle 
groups [12,11.3]. It is the presence of triangles in the graph r with dihedral groups 
of restricted orders which makes a Coxeter group actually finite. For another 
example, consider the graph in Fig. 22. The Artin group G decomposes as a free 
product with amalgamation of the subgroup ({u,, u2, Q}) which is a triangular 
product and the subgroup ((21, u2, uj, oh, Q}) which is a pentagonal product, 
42 
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Fig. 21. 
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amalgamating the common edge subgroup ({u, , Q}). In a similar fashion G also 
decomposes as a nontrivial free product with amalgamation. 
We leave it to the reader to construct more examples with decompositions. It 
should be mentioned that the existence of a decomposition is established in a very 
elementary way directly by organising the presentations correctly. The only non- 
elementary calculation needed is to establish the existence of triangular products. 
(See also (14, Theorem 41.) 
Appendix 
We discuss three classes of two-generator groups with relations of Artin-type. 
These groups arise frequently when contracting bands or taking Artin quotients for 
links where there are an odd number of *l bands between two discs. In particular 
they arise as Artin quotients of the link groups of the pretzel links in Fig. 23. The 
groups are 
G, =(x, y: (xy)’ = (yx)‘, (Xy)” = (yX)“), r, s # 0, *l; 
Gz =(x, y: (y~)~y = x(yx)‘, (Xy)” = (yx)“), Y f 0, -1, s Z 0, *l; 
G3 =(x, y: (yx)‘y = x(yx)‘, (y%)‘y = X(yX)‘), r # 0, -1, s # 0, -1. 
First we give a general remark concerning the relation (yx)5, = x(yx)‘; it is 
equivalent to the relation ((yx)‘y)‘= (xY)~~+‘, and the element (xY)‘~+’ = (y~)*~+’ is 
central. 
Fig. 23. 
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(1) Take the quotient of G’ by killing central elements to obtain (x, y: (xy)‘= 
(Zy)’ = 1). The Nielsen transformation x + XJ changes this presentation to (x, y: xr = 
(Xy2)” = 1). This last group is a free product with amalgamation of A =(x, z: x’= 
(2~)’ = 1) and the infinite cyclic group generated by y with the cyclic amalgama- 
tion given by z = y’. Further A = Z, * Z,. It follows G, is non-Abelian for r, s # *l. 
(2) For GZ, the transformation x + xy changes the relators to yxry = xl+‘, (yXy)’ = 
(~‘2)“. The further transformation y + Xry gives y2 = x2’+‘, (yXr+‘yZr)s = (yXryY”)“, 
or, y2 = x2’+‘, (jJx’y%‘)” = (yXryx’)“. That is, Gz = (x, y: y2 = xzr+‘, (Vx’yZ’)’ = 
(y%‘yx’)“). Taking a quotient by killing central elements we obtain the group 
(x, y: y2 = xZr+’ = (jLi?yx’) = 1). With z = xr this becomes (z, y: y2 = zzrt’ = 
(jZyz)‘ = 1). This is a subgroup of index 2 in (w, z, y: w2 = yz = zZrt’ = (wz)’ = (wy)’ = 
(wyz)” = 1). Under the transformation z + zw this later group has a presentation 
(w, Z, y: w2 = y2 = z2 = (zw)~‘+’ = (WY)’ = (yz)” = 1) which is an extended triangle 
group [ 121 and is certainly non-Abelian provided r f 0, -1, s f 0, 51. 
(3) For G3, using first the transformation x+ xy and then following this by 
y+X’y together with an elementary calculation, shows that G3= 
(x, y: y2 = xZr+’ = (x’(yX’jjx’)“)‘). For example, with s = r = 1 we get (x, y: y2 = x3 = 
(yz)“), a binary S4 group. Continuing, we take a quotient by a central element to 
obtain (x, y: y2 = xZrt’ = (x’(y~‘jjx’)“)‘= 1). With z = xr we have (y, z: y2 = Zig+’ = 
(z(y.?~z)“)’ = 1). This last group has a subgroup of index 2 generated by w = z and 
v = yzJ with a presentation (w, v: wzr+’ = Vet+’ =(w(Vw)“)‘=(v(W~)‘)~= 1). The 
transformation v + WV now gives (w, v: Wan+’ = (WV)“+’ = (WV‘)’ = (vs+‘~)2 = 1). 
Taking a further quotient by killing u2’+’ we obtain (w, v: Wan+’ = u2’+’ = ( WV)~‘+’ = 
( wq2 = (us+’ w)~= 1). However, WV’+’ = wU” if u2’+’ = 1, and, WZJ = wv’+‘fis = 
v”+lwv” = u‘Wv” if W2’~+l 
= ( vFt’w)2 = 1. Thus, eliminating redundant relations, we 
have (w, v: wZrt’ = v2’+’ = (wv~+‘)~ = 1). Placing u = v’+’ we obtain finally 
(u, w: &r+’ = u22+’ = ( wu)2 = 1) as a quotient of G,. This is a triangle group and is 
not Abelian for r, s # 0, -1. 
Note added in proof 
During the construction of a disc-maximal band decomposition in Section 2, the 
projection should further be reduced by eliminating “nugatory” crossings; this can 
be achieved by simple transformations of the projection diagram. Also, in Section 
5, it is possible for there to be more than one weighted edge between two vertices 
2)’ and vj. The required modification is that rnti be made the greatest common divisor 
of the weights on these multiple edges. 
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